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ABOUT US

Study Bali International (SBI) was founded in 2016 by Australian and Indonesian 
education and hospitality professionals who are focused on ensuring high quality and 
impactful ‘study in paradise’ experiences for our international guest students.  SBI is the 
most established and trusted provider of English Study Camps on the island of Bali and, 
since 2016, we have welcomed thousands of students to our paradise learning 
programmes.  

SBI provides English education services to students of all ages, and we present a new 
paradigm of English education by providing quality language training combined with 
tropical holiday experiences - we welcome students from around the world to join us 

and create lifelong memories.



Welcome to the
BALI GLOBAL ENGLISH CAMP

The primary aim of the camp is for students to build 
confidence and fluency in the English language and to 
maximize practical opportunities to use target 
vocabulary and language points.

Students are encouraged to speak English throughout 
the camp and in addition to this they will develop a 
range of new STEAM skills in areas such as:

Through SBI's system of language instruction coupled with practical production in an immersive 
English environment, Global English Camp participants make significant progress and improve 
their fluency and confidence in speaking English. 

Participants also develop new multicultural friendships and enjoy a range of 
experiences that will ensure they leave Bali with amazing memories.
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Science
Technology
Engineering

Art
Maths

This summer's 4-week camp period will welcome 
families from around the world for an all-inclusive 
stay and study in paradise experience at our camp 
venue host The Sakala Resort Bali. 

SBI's Bali Global English Camp provides children and 
young teenagers (ages 5 years to 14 years) with the 
opportunity to develop English language skills in an 
immersion environment with co-students from 
countries as diverse as South Korea, Japan, Indonesia, 
France, Italy, and Mongolia. 



ENGLISH LANGUAGE &
THE S.T.E.A.M COMPONENT

On the GEC students will receive language instruction that is 
relevant to their outing and/ or STEAM activity - this is in 
order to develop spoken fluency within a realistic context and 
to encourage the use of new language in real life scenarios. 
Students will learn new vocabularly and structure and our 
teachers work to create maximum opportunities for students 
to use new language.

SBI instructors strongly encourage the use of English as the 
primary language outside of class time and we aim to create a 
true English language immersion environment. ESL input 
sessions support the STEAM practical lessons with the aim of 
ensuring that students can e�ectively follow instructions and 
understand target vocabulary. 

The English classes build foundation skills in all four skills areas 
(speaking, listening, reading and writing) but the core focus is on 
fluency development and expansion of vocabulary range. 

Participants engage in activities designed to help them develop 
skills, explore new concepts and to make long-lasting 
friendships. 

Throughout the four week programme children will expand their 
creativity through art, maths, science, engineering and 
technology projects and will improve their critical thinking skills 
in the process. 

We believe children should have fun during the camp, and SBI instructors aim to make all of 
the themes fun and engaging. 



STEAM is the abbreviation for Science, Technology, Engineering, Art & Maths. It is an 
integrated approach to learning that encourages students to think more broadly about real-world 
problems.

True STEAM experiences involve two or more standards from Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Math and the Arts to be taught through each other.This blended learning approach encourages 
creative minds to think outside the box, see things from di�erent perspectives, and use tools and 
materials in new ways.

STEAM education prepares students not only in terms of their future employability, but also in 
terms of being more adaptable to the challenges of daily life and helping develop life skills.

Core to this is combining creativity and analytical thinking skills to solve problems, using an 
integrated approach that involves the following:
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Communication
Teamwork
Critical thinking
Judgement formation
Problem-solving
Curiosity and lifelong learning6

What is STEAM and why do we use it?

Students are learning vocabulary and other language skills while working together practically 
covering meaningful content. STEAM project-based language learning puts students at the center 
of dynamic teaching practices, casting students as active agents in their own learning.

So no matter what level the student’s English speaking is, anyone can learn, grow, and achieve a 
result they can be proud of.

Why STEAM for English Language Learning?



STUDENT

ytivitaerc

co nl ol ia tbora

Character
Through teamwork and problem solving, students can become well-rounded, respected individuals with a 
global perspective.

Critical Thinking
Unique, open-ended learning experiences encourage students to be innovative problem-solvers, rather 
than followers.

Creativity
Project-based learning gives students the chance to unleash their creativity in ways that are new to them, 
with no limits.

Collaboration
Through group work and dialogue, students learn that together anything can be achieved, whereas alone 
we can only do so much.

Curiosity
Curiosity is the key to problem-solving, and through opening young minds, it creates opportunity, 
empathy, and growth.

Communication
Speaking English with peers and teachers from around the world, and practicing presentation skills, 
students can become presentable and confident English speakers.



CAMP 
ACADEMIC
Team

All Native Speaker teachers on the Global English Camp are experienced 
educators with TEFL/CELTA qualifications and a university degree and they are 
carefully selected to deliver SBI's camp academic programmes to a high standard. 

SBI camp teachers are skilled at delivering SBI's uniquely blended language and 
STEAM curriculum and they guide students to use classroom target language in 
the execution of team and class projects - each teachers main objective is for all of 
their students to improve their confidence in using English and to achieve daily 
and weekly learning targets.

All teachers at SBI must submit a police check 
and a working with children clearance before 
being approved to teach on Global English 
Camps. 

Teachers must also complete a detailed training 
and induction programme in advance of each 
camp season. This ensures that they are able to 
e�ectively mind education and student welfare 
issues during the camp period.



I am the Global English Camp Academic Leader and I am from Leeds in the  UK. I have 5 years’ 
experience teaching all ages in Thailand and Bali, and 4 years camp management experience. I 
have a Bachelor's degree in International Business, and a TEFL qualification. 

l am always so excited for the study camps - they are the best part of my job! It’s such a unique 
and special opportunity for us to spend time with students learning and having fun together in 
paradise. I love how this camp brings people from di�erent nationalities and cultures together. 
We bond with each other through fun, new experiences, and become good friends. 

All the teachers love to keep in touch with the students, especially with online classes after the 
camp is over, and we love it when students and families return to visit us again. 

All our sta� team are highly skilled, passionate and genuinely caring, and together we work hard to ensure students 
and parents have the experience of a lifetime. We can't wait to meet you here in Bali! 

Hi there, my name is Jasna Cameron. 

I am a mom of 2 young kids and I also have an Honors degree in Psychology. I also have a 
160-hour TEFL certificate. My 2 great passions in life are teaching and languages and I 

love interacting with learners of all ages.

I teach with great enthusiasm and enjoy making my lessons fun through songs and games 
with the youngest learners and by sharing my hobbies and interests like music, travel, 

sports, movies and books with the older students.

I smile a lot and I make my learners smile a lot because I believe teaching has the best 
results in a relaxed and fun atmosphere. For me, the best part of camp is meeting my 

online students face to face in Bali.

Hi! My name is Hannah, and I’m from the UK. I am TEFL certified and have a Bachelor’s 
degree in Psychology, specializing in science. I have 4 years’ experience teaching elementary 
students in Thailand, where my young learners get to shine.

The Global English Camp is filled with engaging activities and it amazing to see the students 
develop their confidence and leadership skills on this camp.  The unique field trips provide an 
opportunity to learn and discover outside of the classroom in beautiful Bali and I love leading 
the students each day.

This camp is so special because it gives students the ability to grow and expand their ability to 
learn new skills, and understand di�erent cultures.

All our sta� team are highly skilled, passionate and genuinely caring, and together we work hard to ensure students 
and parents have the experience of a lifetime. We can't wait to meet you here in Bali! 

VIDA

HANNAH

JASNA



My name is Emma and I am a qualified English language and Maths teacher from Canada with 
over ten years of experience in teaching and tutoring. I have loved my experiences teaching at 
the Global English Camp and particularly love seeing my students' fluency improve weekly.

At my most recent Global English Camp, I had the pleasure to teach kids from Korea, 
Kazakhstan and Indonesia in the same class. I found it very fulfilling to see my students develop 
friendships and build language skills as a united team.

Hi I'm Josh, a fully qualified TEFL teacher from Nottingham, UK. I have a Bachelor's 
degree and two years experience teaching in UK, Poland & Bali. I am currently a 

Student Experience and Progression Coach at Derby College, where I support 
students with their personal development. 

I have a background in sports and bring lots of energy, fun to the camp. All my 
students leave with better English skills, and many happy memories. 

JOSH

EMMA

My name is Keryn and I am a qualified ESL teacher from Australia. I have a wide range of 
experiences that I bring to the table during Global English campsand I use my life skills to 
ensure that children are comfortable and are in a good frame of mind to maximize their 
learning.

One of my favourite parts of the camp is seeing some of my shyest students build confidence 
in socializing and using English and to come out of their shells as the camp progresses.

I have had an amazing time working on Global English Camps and can't wait to meet new kids 
on the next camp.KERYN

Hello, I am Stephen from Michigan, USA. I have a Bachelor’s degree in Political 
Science, Philosophy and Theater, and a TEFL qualification with specialized 

certification in teaching young learners and business English. I have 4 years’ teaching 
experience in Michigan elementary schools, Taiwan and Israel, and have extensive 

experience supporting students with learning di�culties. As President and Founder of 
my university’s Philosophy Club and President of Enactus Business club, I am 

experienced at leading individuals to be curious and challenge them to think 
di�erently.

STEPHEN



Bali is a truly international destination and people travel from all over the world to 
enjoy the amazing weather, beaches, food and culture. The uniqueness of Bali and the 
variety of di�erent attractions allows us to deliver a highly stimulating programme for 
children and parents that combines learning with a range of cultural and exciting 
experiences. 

Bali is an extremely safe place with very little crime and the traditional Hindu culture is 
family-centred which makes for an ideal environment for children. At Study Bali 
International, we pride ourselves on living our good values everyday, respecting each 
other with genuine integrity and we hope to share this with all of the students on the 
GEC.

We look forward to welcoming you into the SBI family! 

WHY A STUDY CAMP ON THE 
PARADISE

ISLAND OF

BALI

?



The Global English Camp at:

The host venue of the Global English Camp is the Sakala Resort which is a family-friendly beach front 
resort in Tanjung Benoa which is a 20-25 minute drive from the international airport. The Sakala 
Resort is the perfect location for kids and parents to enjoy their study and stay in Bali and to 
experience Bali paradise living.  

The resort is situated only right on the beach front in Tanjung 
Benoa and close to a range of water sport activities. Class 
sessions are held in well appointed classroom spaces with 
many STEAM activities taking place in the hotel gardens and 
beach front environment - this gives kids plenty of fresh air 
throughout the day and they can enjoy the sunny 
environment and cool trade winds that are typical in 
July/August. 

Students also enjoy a daily lunch at the resort and SBI 
provides quality and nutritious lunches from a variety of our partner restaurants as well as lunches 
catered by the resort. 

THE SAKALA
RESORT BALI



Deluxe Garden Suite (Garden View)
The standard room type for Global English Camp 
families is Deluxe Garden Suite and these spacious 
63 sqm suites feature a kitchenette, dining table and 
a living area with a flat-screen cable TV. The ensuite 
bathrooms come with a bathtub and complete bath 
amenities.

One King (220cm x 200cm) or Two Twin beds 
(110cm x 200cm)
Sofa bed (set up fees apply)
Large balcony with garden or resort views
Separate Living and Dining areas with sliding doors
Working Desk
Shower and Bathtub with hairdryer and complete set of toiletries
Adjustable Air Conditioning
42” and 32” LED flat-screen TV

Key Features
Minibar refill (on request)
Bose stereo audio system
Free WiFi
Safety Deposit Box
 Iron and ironing board (on request)
 International Plugs
 Kitchenette (utensils on request)
 Drying Clothes Rack

The Sakala Resort Bali provides a range of services and facilities that allow 
students to be comfortable during the GEC. SBI has a close working 
relationship with hotel management and we work together to make children 
and parents as comfortable as possible.  

Facilities include: 
A wide range of room types | Cooking facilities in each room | The Sakala 
Beach Club| Two swimming pools | Lagoon Pool Bar | Open garden beach 
front spaces for outdoor learning and activities | Wi-Fi Internet Access | 
Wellness Spa | Kids Club | Health club| On-site doctor (during Global English 
Camps)

The Sakala Resort and Study Camp Facilities

Room Upgrade Options: 
SBI camp families can also choose one of the various room upgrade options at the Sakala Resort and 
pay a supplementary upgrade fee. Room upgrade fees o�ered to SBI guests are significantly below 
online booking rates and represent great value for Global English Camp families. 



These spacious 63sqm deluxe suites have the same facilities as the Garden view suites and overlook the 
main resort pool underneath. These well appointed suites are  equipped with their own private balconies, 
kitchenettes and ensuite bathrooms.

DELUXE POOL VIEW SUITE

Deluxe Pool Access suites are 63sqm in size and have the same facilities as the garden view and pool view 
suites. Guests can enjoy the convenience of being connected directly to the pool with the main resort pool 
literally a step away. These rooms are equipped with its own poolside balconies, kitchenettes and ensuite 
bathrooms.

DELUXE POOL ACCESS SUITE



The two-bedroom Suite is the top suite category and located on our highest level of the hotel - these rooms 
are perfect for families who are travelling in bigger  family groups and are 145sqm in size. Complemented 
with a large living room area, a kitchenette, and a dining table, each bedroom also boasts its own ensuite 
bathroom and private balcony.

TWO BEDROOM SUITE

The Sakala Resort also has luxury private pool villas for camp families looking for the ultimate room 
upgrade option. These private Balinese houses sprawl across two levels with custom touches with a 
traditional Balinese design. The two generous sized bedrooms each have a private bathroom,walk-in 
closets, a a living room on each floor, an elegant dining room and fully equipped kitchen. Guests can also 
cool o� in their very own 3 x 7 metre private pool with its built-in whirlpool-bath and plenty of outdoor 
lounging space.

TWO BEDROOM POOL VILLA



Camp families will start their day with a 
sumptuous  breakfast that o�ers a wide 
selection of dishes made with fresh local 
ingredients prepared for an international 
audience. 

Breakfast is bu�et style and consists of live-
cooking  stations, home made pastries, 
tropical fruits and  fresh seasonal juices. There are also Korean and Indian corners set up in the 
bu�et area.  

Lunch on the camp is a combination of bu�ets at the resort restaurant and special lunch boxes 
brought in to meet the cultural tastes of camp participants. The camp team fully priorities the 
nutritional of kids on study camps and healthy snacks are also provided  during  break  times. 
 

Meal times:

Each Thursday night during the camp we have a beachfront dinner for 
teachers,  students and parents - this is an opportunity for parents, 

teachers and kids to all relax and get to know each other in an informal 
setting while enjoy delicious BBQ seafood and meats. 



Week 1 - Balinese Culture

Week 2 - Save Our Planet

In the first week of the camp, students are welcomed and 
immersed in the fascinating culture of Bali. On the opening day, 
students make a famous Balinese traditional o�ering 'canang 
sari', learn some Indonesian phrases they can use whilst on 
holiday in Bali, and are gifted some traditional Balinese clothing 
items which makes for a unique group photo. 

Students learn about the music of Bali, by learning to play a 
traditional Indonesian instrument, and learning to Balinese dance and give performances. Students 
experince local cuisine by making a traditional Indonesian celebratory feast to eat together. Artistic 
natures are developed through crafting a traditional Indonesian puppet 'Wayan Kulit' to make a 
puppet show, and students learn the history of Indonesian weaving craft, using natural materials to 
weave their own creation.

The outings in week one connect the students with the Bali ocean life -  learning to surf the waves, 
and releasing a baby turtle hatchling into the ocean.

The 'Save Our Planet' theme is designed to inspire young 
minds with developing solutions to improve the environment, 
and make positive change. Outings to Waterbom (Asia's 
biggest water park) teaches students how sustainable 
solutions can be implemented in unique ways, and they can 
design and build their own waste water recycling system from 
recycled materials.

Students learn about Bali's fragile coral reef ecosystem, and can contribute by taking part in a local 
Coral Reef Restoration Programme and plant their own coral in the ocean. Real life photosynthesis 
can be experienced as the students plant their own seedling and observe its growth over the week.

The target of this week is for students to use English to discuss and develop problems the planet 
faces, and practically find and present their solutions.

WEEKLY  THEMES



Week 3 - Entrepreneurship & 
Leadership 

Week 4 - The Great Outdoors

This week of the camp sees our campers become mini CEOs as 
they learn the language of money and measurements, and work 
in teams to design and create businesses and products to be sold 
at the SBI Camp Kids Market Bazaar. Class teams will put their 
new language to use as they create marketing campaigns and 
strategies and package their products in order to e�ectively sell 

their products in the marketplace. 

Students will learn the language of leadership, develop collaborative skills and work in assigned team 
roles to achieve success. There is also an educational outing to a chocolate factory to learn the history 
and success of a chocolate making business, and we head to the beach for the next round of surf 
lessons.

The fourth and final week is inspired by nature and being 
active. Students will learn about sustainable seaweed 
cultivation and plant seaweed themselves as part of a 
Seaweed Restoration Programme at Pandawa Beach. The 
vocabulary of aquatic life will be used by the students to 
present their Salt Water Habitat Projects back to the class. 
Movement and kinetic energy is explored during sports day 
preparation, building rollercoasters, and building table soccer tables for tournaments. Students 
explore the natural world with a visit to Bali Bird Park and learn about their conservation e�orts to 
protect the amazing birds of Indonesia.

The final week ends with Sports Day, with fun activities including donut eating competition, egg and 
spoon race, and fishing.



TUESDAY AND THURSDAY 
ACTIVITY NIGHTS

English Activity Night  
(Grades 1 – 3)
This session gives students a chance to unwind from the 
academic curriculum, in an environment which 
encourages play and imagination using English. There are 
movies and games related to the week’s topics, designed 
to reinforce language in a fun way.

Activities include:

Reading books, such as ‘Pete The Cat At The Beach’.

Vocabulary games (indoor and outdoor), such as 
‘Boggle’, ‘Pictionary’, ‘Jenga Quiz’ and ‘Four Corners’.

‘Bali’s Got Talent’ show.

English movies related to subject topics, such as Surf’s 
Up, Finding Nemo, and Rio.

Scavenger hunts.

Grammar & Conversation Clinic 
(Grades 4+)
The aim of this session is to introduce a grammar point or 
an interesting language point, and give students the 
opportunity to practice it through conversation and 
activities.

Some sample topics include: 

Comparatives and superlatives.

Writing haikus.

Use of past participles.

Present perfect simple tense.



OUTINGS
Outings have been selected to combine fun with educational experiences that broaden their 
minds and provide exciting opportunities to enjoy their holiday and bond with their friends.

The class content and activities have also been developed in line with activities, so learning is a 
constant and natural process. At SBI we believe learning happens when you’re enjoying 
yourself!

Replanting the coral reefs of Bali is a critical environmental activity 
and in this year's summer camp students will have the opportunity to 
visit the Pandawa coral reef restoration project for an education 
session and their own memorable experience naming and planting 
their own piece of living coral back into the reef. Students will receive a 
formal certificate for participation in this activity.

Coral Planting

Bali is one of the best places to learn to surf and SBI’s surfing lessons 
are based at the beginner friendly Jimbaran beach. Most participants 
will successfully stand and ride waves on the first day and this is a great 
introduction to the world of surfing.

Surfing

GEC students love to be immersed in the nature and ecology of Bali 
on this turtle release experience at the beach. Students experience 
the start of the turtles' life-cycle first-hand, as they lend a positive 
hand to the local environment by participating in a baby turtle 
hatchling release. Students will study the stages of a turtle's life-cycle, 
complete a Turtle Life Cycle Project, and present it to the class.

Turtle Release



Students on the Global English Camp also get to try their hand at 
Chocolate making on a visit to Jungle Gold Chocolate Factory. Here 
students will learn about the process of chocolate making and mould 
their own chocolate bar to take home as a souvenir.

Chocolate Factory

At Bali Bird Park students compete in a birdrace to find key species 
and then marvel at the spectacular Bird Shows. Bali Bird Park also has 
an amazing Cinematic Migration Experience that kids can enjoy.

Bali Bird Park

Students on the Global English Camp will enjoy snorkeling in the 
Indian Ocean and seeing the array of sealife in Bali. On the snorkeling 
outing, we will travel by boat to a pontoon where kids, complete with 
life jackets and  a safety team, will experience the wonder of life 
beneath the Sea.

Snorkeling Excursion

On this outing, kids will learn about traditional seaweed cultivation in 
Bali. They will also learn how about harvesting and processing 
techniques as well as making their own seaweed juice!

Seaweed Cultivation



THURSDAY
CAMP DINNERS

Every Thursday evening, all students and teachers 
celebrate a successful week together at the Global 
English Camp dinner. This is a real highlight of the 
camp.

Teachers and students relax and enjoy a night of 
great food, entertainment, and conversation at 
camp dinners.

The camp BBQ dinner on the beachfront at 
Sakala Bali Resort provides the perfect 
setting for the camp kids to perform their 
favorite songs and dances to the whole camp. 



The SBI Surf Club is a favorite activity on the Global English Camp 
and provides an additional opportunity for surfing in Bali. The Surf 
Club is open for parents and kids to join together.

Inclusive of: 

1 hour private surf lesson, surf photos, transport to beach + drinks. 

Additional Programmes

SBI provides swimming lessons with a qualifies swimming 
instructor. This is recommended for kids with very limited 
swimming skills. 

Inclusive of: 

1  hour swimming lesson + snack & drink.

Surf Club

Swimming Lessons

Water Sports
SBI o�ers a booking service for water sports in Bali and these are all 
held in Benoa Bay with surfing lessons held at Jimbaran bay. 

Snorkeling      :  
       Includes: 1.5 boat ride + snorkeling instruction and activity + 
        return transfers.
       Minimum 2 x people per booking .

  Banana Boat  :  
       Includes: 1 x  15 minute banana boat ride 
       Minimum 2 x people per booking.

  Flying Fish      :  
       Includes: 1 x 1-1-15 minute flying fish rides 
       Minimum 2 x people per booking.



Parents on the Global English Camp can join SBI general English 
classes for 1.5 hours each Tuesday and Thursday morning and 
improve their English with students from around the world.

Parents’ Activities

Parents can also select to learn Bahasa Indonesia and study the local 
language. SBI’s Bahasa Indonesia teachers instruct students on the 
basics of the language so that parents will be able to use daily 
greetings, make introductions and describe basic feelings. 

 Classes are held each Tuesday and Thursday from 9:30-11:00 

English Classes 

Indonesian Classes 

Yoga Classes
Parents who would like to choose a health and fitness alternative 
can jon Tuesday and Thursday morning Yoga classes. Classes run 
from 9:30-11:00 

Classes are run on the hotel  beach front lawn and led by SBI’s 
experienced Yoga instructor.

SBI Camp Services
In order to ensure that camp families have an easy experience in Bali 
SBI provides a range of essential camp services.

SBI's service team is ready throughout camp period to assist 
families and make their stay as comfortable as possible. SIM Card

Money ChangingCamp Shuttle Bus
Daily Laundry Service Camp Medical Doctor



Each Global English Camp family will be presented 
with a SBI VIP card on the first day of the camp.

This card will entitle SBI guests to discounts and 
special benefits at a selection of SBI partner vendors 
which include a range of restaurants, cafes, beach 
clubs, salons & spas.

This card is unique for Bali and exclusive for SBI guests and allows our camp families 
to enjoy some of the best local services in the local area at special prices and with 
elevated service levels.

Waterbom Magal (Korean BBQ)
*Global English Camp 

catering partner

Casa Asia Cuca Restaurant

Tarabelle Coffee 
and Eats

*Global English Camp 
catering partner

Bulls Head 
Steak House

*Global English Camp 
catering partner

Locca Sea House Chir Chir Restaurant

Seoul OK Hiromi Restaurant 
& Bar

Shotgun Social AirCREW Sensation 
Flight Simulator

Rezha Surf School The Calma Spa Warung House Soul on the Beach

20% 10% 10% Special Gift

10% 10% 10% 10%

10% 10% 15% 15%

Special Rate 25% 15% 15%

Waroeng Sushi

10%

Wanaku

10%
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